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Abstract. This note deals with the Kummer surface associated to the Clebsch 

top with Weber's condition. The Clebsch top is an integrable system describing the 

rotational motion of a rigid body in an ideal fluid, under special conditions. When 

restricted to a specific symplectic leaf, given through the so-called Weber condition, 
there is an associated Kummer surface given as a quartic algebraic surface in ICIP'3 
with 16 double points. The explicit conditions of these singular points are given 

by theoretical computations and are verified by numerical computation through 

Grabner bases. 

Key words: Integrable systems, Clebsch top, Kummer surface, singular points, 
Grabner bases. 
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1 Introduction 

This article deals with the singular points of the Kummer surface appearing in the Clebsch 

top, a completely integrable Hamiltonian system describing the rotational motion of a 

rigid body in an ideal fluid. 

The rotational motion of the rigid body is described by the Kirchhoff equations, a 
Hamiltonian system on the Lie-Poisson space (,so(3) 1><配）*. One can restrict the sys-

tem to an arbitrary symplectic leaf, which is a coadjoint orbit in (,so(3) 1><配）* equipped 

with the orbit symplectic form. Under the Clebsch condition, one obtains an additional 

constant of motion apart from the Hamiltonian as well as the two Casimir functions and 

hence the restricted system on the coadjoint orbit is completely integrable in the sense 

of Liou ville and hence (the connected component of) a generic common level surface is a 

two-dimensional torus by Liouville-Arnol'd Theorem, see e.g. [4]. 

It has been known that the complexification of the common level surface is an Abelian 

surface which is a double covering of a Kummer surface since the works by Weber [32] 

on the basis of his work on the Jacobian 0-functions and Kummer's surfaces [31]. In fact, 

Weber also gave the explicit solutions for the Kirchhoff equations restricted to a specific 

coadjoint orbit under the Clebsch condition through Jacobian hyperelliptic functions for 

an algebraic curve of genus two. See also [3]. 
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One considers such a Kummer surface described by an explicit homogeneous quartic 
equation as given in [32, 3]. It is known that the Kummer surface can be embedded in ClP'3 
as a singular quartic surface with 16 double (i.e A1) singular points, see e.g. [6]. Although 
the Kummer surface is mentioned in [32, 3], the precise positions of the 16 singular points 
were not given. In the present article, the precise position of 16 A1 singular points is 
detected. 

By means of the symbolic computations through the Gri:ibner bases, the above compu-
tations are verified. Further, it is shown that the quartic surface admits 16 double points 
if and only if the Clebsch condition is satisfied. 

There are already many researches on the relations of rigid body dynamics to algebraic 
geometry for example in [1, 25, 2, 7, 5, 15, 23, 27, 30]. On the other hand, there are 
relatively fewer researches on the relations between the rigid body dynamics and the 

Kummer surfaces, except for [32, 20, 3, 10] dealing with Clebsch top and [26] concerning 
the Euler top, i.e. the free rigid body dynamics. The present paper, as well as [13], gives 

a complementary accounts on the associated Kummer surfaces appearing in Clebsch top 
under Weber's condition. 

As the separation of the variables and the integration in Clebsch top have been inves-
tigated well without Weber's condition [20, 22, 29], natural extensions of the present work 
may be carried out in the general situation without Weber's condition in future works. 

2 The Clebsch top 

In this section, we briefly describe the Clebsch top. See, e.g. [16, 13] for more details. 
We consider the Kirchhoff equations 

dK1 

dt 

dK2 

dt 
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dt 
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(2.1) 

dp1 1 1 
- =-p2応— -p3応，

贔『『
dt 
- =-p3氏— -p1Kふ

dp3 ;1 『
- = -p1K2 --p2瓦，
dt 12 Ii 

where (K,p) = (K1, K2, K3,P1,P2,p3) E配 x配＝酎 andJぃI2,13, m1, m公叩 E股 are
parameters of the dynamics, which do not depend on the time t. The Kirchhoff equations 
(2.1) and (2.2) are the Hamilton equations for the Hamiltonian 

(2.2) 

H(K,p) =~(t !ff+塁） (2.3) 
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with respect to the Lie-Poisson bracket 

{F, G}(K,p) =〈K,▽ KFx▽ KG〉+〈P,▽ KFx▽ PG —▽匹 x ▽江〉

BF BF BF BF BF BF 
on (so(3)区配）＊＝記 Here,匹 F=(試詞試）， v'pF= (厄’玩’玩） for 

any FE C00 (記）．
By the general theory of Lie-Poisson systems [24, 28], one can restrict the dynamical 

system of the Kirchhoff equation (2.1) and (2.2) to coadjoint orbits in (so(3) 1><配）*, which 
are generically defined as the common level manifolds for the two Casimir functions 

C1 (K,p) = K1P1 + K如 + K叩3,

ら (K,p)=吋＋砂 +pぶ

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Apart from the Hamiltonian Hand C1 and C2, the Kirchhoff equations (2.1) and (2.2) 
admit an additional constant of motion 

2 2 2 
L(K) 

P1 砂 P3 Kl K名 k名
, p=-(+  +)+—+—+—, 

m四 3 叫四 m叩 2 四 Ii 四 I2 叩 J3
(2.6) 

under the Clebsch condition 

叫（四—叫） +m山（叫—四） +m山（四—四） = 0, (2.7) 

which is equivalent to the condition as follows: 

1 
ヨv,v E股S.t.¥fT = 1, 2, 3, 

v'IT 
元 =v+砂 ls. (2.8) 

Following Weber [32], we consider the specific coadjoint orbit C1 = 0, C2 = 1 in this 
article. The first condition is introduced to simplify the considerations, while the second 
condition can be assumed without loss of generality. The Liouville-Arnol'd Theorem 
(see [4]) implies that (the connected component of) the common level surface H = h, 

L =£, C1 = 0, 凸=1 is generically a (real) two-dimensional torus. In the next section, 
we consider the complexification of this common level surface, from which a Kummer's 
quartic surface is obtained. 

3 The Magri-Skrypnyk parameters and the associ-

ated Kummer surface 

In what follows, we assume all the variables, the parameters, and the geometric settings 
are complexified and consider them in the holomorphic category. According to [22], we 

d 
1 匹

intro uce the parameters Ji, jかj3by jT = 72 (IT―ご）， T= 1, 2, 3, where v, v'are 

parameters appearing in (2.8). 
Then, the two constants of motion Hand Lin (2.3) and (2.6) can be replaced by the 

following functions C3 and C4: 

3 

C3 = L { K; + U1這 +j3 -j試｝，口 =t(心 +J1~2J3p;). (3.1) 
]T 

T=l T=l 
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By a straightforward computation, we see that the two functions C3 and C4 Poisson 
commute. In fact, we can recover the original constants of motion H and L as suitable 

linear combinations in the form囮＋入'C3+入"C4,入，>.',入"EIC. 
Instead of the intersection of the four constants of motion C1 = 0, C2 = 0, H = h, 

L =£, with some constants h, £, we consider the intersection of the four quadrics C1 = 0, 

ら =0,C 3=Cぁ広=c4, where c3, c4 E IC are certam constants. 
By the elimination of the coordinates p1, p2, p3 from the system of equations C1 = 0, 

ら=1, C3 = c3, C4 = c4 and by the substitution XT/ X。=k;, T = l, 2, 3, we have the 
following homogeneous irrational equations in X1, X2, X3, Xが

✓Xi (£X4 + dふ—ふ）+ ✓ ふ (mふ +dふ— dふ）＋✓ふ (nふ +dふ— dふ） = 0. 
(3.2) 

Here, d1 = -l/(J2ーj3),必＝ーl/(j3-Ji), 必＝ーl/(j1-J2), 

・2 

£= 
Ji 叩 1+ C4, 
(j1 -]2) (j1 -j3)' 

Note that 

jJ-C西 +c4,
m=  

(j2 -J1) (j2 -j3), 

j5 -C西 +c4,
n= 

(j3 -J1) (j3 -J2) 

C+m+n=l 

and 
1 1 1 
—+— +-=0 
d1 必 d3

、̀

l

)

3
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 hold. See [13] for the details of the computations. The equation (3.2) is written in 

polynomial form as 

xfuf+ 喜噂 +x~uJ-2xふU凸ー 2XふU2応ー 2XふU凸= 0, (3.5) 

where U1 =£ ふ+dふ— dふ，応 =mふ+dふ— dふ， U3 =nふ +dふ— dふ. The 
equation (3.5) is a homogeneous quartic equation in X凶ぷふ andhence it defines a 
projectively algebraic surface in C炉 whosehomogeneous coordinates are (ふ：ふ： X3: 

ふ）．

4 Description of the 16 singular points on the Kum-

mer surface 

In this section, we discuss the singular points of the quartic surface S c (CJP'3 defined 
through (3.5). 

First, we show the following proposition, which is stated e.g. in [19, p.l, Chapter 1, 
§1]. We here give a proof quoting the modern account [9, Chapter 1, §1.2.3] on Plucker's 
formula on the degree of the dual hypersurface of a hypersurface. 

Proposition 4.1. A quartic surface in (C芦 hasat most 16 double points. ■ 

Proof. Given a quartic surface~C (C炉 with8 ordinary double points, the degree of the 

如 alsurface~v C (C1P'3) V, which is called the class of~in [19], can be calculated as 

deg沙=4・(4 -1)2 -28 = 36 -28 
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by Plucker's formula [9, Example 1.2.8]. Note that deg~v is in particular even. 
Now, we show that deg~v 2 4, i.e. deg~v -/-0, 2. If deg~v = 0, 2, however, we would 

have deg (り州 ~0, 2, respectively. By Reflexivity Theorem [9, Chapter 1, §2, Theorem 
1.2.2] of the d叫 (hyper)surfaces,we have (~ 州 =~and hence deg (ゞ州 =deg~= 4, 
which is clearly a contradiction. 

Thus, we have 36 -26 2 4 -{cc⇒ 6さ16. ロ

Remark 4.1. Instead of using the reflexivity of the d叫 (hyper)surfaces,we can prove 
Proposition 4.1 by means of a Lefschetz pencil of genus three curves, similarly to [14, pp. 
770-771, Chapter VI, §2]. We take a regular point P E~and consider a pencil { H } P pEICll'1 

of planes passing through P each of whose members Hp contains at most one singular 
point of~- Then, { Hp n~} is a Lefschetz pencil whose generic members are plane pEICll'1 

quartic curves and hence algebraic curves of genus three. Now, we use the formula (see 
[14, Chapter 4, §, p. 509, Proposition]) 

x(~) = 2x (Hp n~) + T + b -N, 

where x(I;) is the Euler characteristic of I;, Hp n I; is a generic member of the pencil, T 
is the number of planes in the pencil which are tangent to the surface I;, and N is the 
self-intersection number of a generic member HP n I; of the pencil. Note that T + 8 stands 
for the number of singular members in the pencil. 

Since the minimal resolution of I; is a K3 surface and hence has Euler characteristic 
24, we have x(u) = 24 -8. As a generic member Hr n I; of the pencil is a smooth plane 
quartic curve and hence is an algebraic curve of genus three, meaning x (Hp n I;) = -4. 
The number T coincides with the degree deg I;V of the dual surface I;V, because the pencil 

{ Hp} pECIP'.'induces a line in the d叫 projectivespace (C!P'3 and the tangent members of 
the pencil correspond to the intersection of the line and the d叫 surface立 Bythe 

N+O 
adjunction formula (or the genus formula), we have 3 = + 1 <¢=⇒ N = 4. For the 

2 
detail of the general formula, see e.g. [6, Chapter II, §11, p. 85, (16)] or [14, Chapter 4, 
§1, p. 471]. 

deg I;v 
Therefore we have 24 -8 = 2 (4) + deg沙+8 4 <¢=⇒ 8 = 18 

2'  
and 

hence r5 < 16, since四く 4as we have seen m the above proof. • 
Although Kummer surfaces were introduced in the earliest reference [21], a Kummer 

surface in the modern context is defined as follows: 
We take a complex two-dimensional torus T which can be realized as the unramified 
quotient ofび bya lattice A which is group theoretically isomorphic to Z4: T~(C勺A.
Consider the involution 7: : (C2う Z←-z E (C2 given through the multiplication by -1 

which clearly preserves the lattice A. Hence, we have the induced involution l : T→ T 
which has 16 fixed points appearing at each of the half-period points relative to the 
lattice A. The quotient surface T / A is a complex surface with 16 rational double points 
and the minimal resolution of this singular surface is a K3 surface which is us叫 lycalled 

a Kummer surface. (See e.g. [6, Chapter V, §16].) 
However, we can also obtain Kummer surfaces as singular quartic surfaces in (C!P'3. 

p ropos1t10n 4.2. A quartic surface in (CJP'3 with 16 double points is a Kummer surface. ． 
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Proof. The minimal resolution S of the quartic surface S with 16 double points has the 
trivial canonical bundle as we can prove using the adjunction formula [18, Proposition 
5.3.11] that the canonical bundle Ks of S is trivial. Then, by~characterization of the 
rational double points (see e.g. [18, Theorem 7.5.1]), we see that S has the trivial canonical 

bundle Ws竺 Os.
By Lefschetz Theorem on Hyperplane Sections [6, Corollary 1.20.5], the fundamental 

group of S is trivial, since町 (C野）竺{e}. Since the fundamental group of a complex 

surface is not changed through a blowing up at a point, we have 1r1ほ）竺{e}. Thus, S is 
a K3 surface. 

Now, the 16 exceptional curves on S obtained through the minimal resolution S→ S 

］ form a set of 16 disjoint (-2)-curves and hence, by [6, Proposition VIII.6.1, S is a 
Kummer surface. ロ

We explicitly detect the positions of the 16 singular points of S, which are not men-
tioned in [3, 32]. Although the method to find the 16 singular points is sketched in 

Hudson's book [17, Ch. VIII, §55], the precise position of all the singular points on the 
surface is not given in terms of the precise homogeneous coordinates. Here, we follow 
Hudson's method to give the explicit homogeneous coordinates for all the 16 singular 
points. 

The method to find the double points is to transform the quartic equation (3.5) into 

the normal form of A1 simple singularity: ~T/ = (2, where~'T/, (are suitable local affine 
coordinates around the singular point. 

The following 14 double points can be found rather easily: 

ふ＝ふ=U1 = 0, 
X1 =い＝応=o, 

ふ ＝ふ ＝ふ=0, 

ふ=X1 = U2 = 0, 
X2=応＝伍=o, 
防＝防＝応=O; 

ふ＝ふ=U3 = 0, 
X3=伍＝伍=o, 

ふ＝に =X凸— X凸= 0, 

ふ =U2=X凸— X凸= 0, 

X3 =U3 =X凸— X凸= O; 

Here, the systems of the equations (4.1) give the isolated double points 

（ふ：ふ：ふ：ふ） =(0: 0: 0: 1), 

(1: 0: 0: 0), (0: 1: 0: 0), 

(0 : nd3 : -md2 : d2d3), (-nd3 : 0 : £d1 : d3d1), 

(l/d1: l/d2: l/d3: 0), 

(0 : 0 : 1 : 0), 

(md2 : -£d1 : 0 : d心），

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

respectively. The type of these singular points can be found through the following pre-
sentations of (3.5): 

X凸(X凸— 2X凸— 2X凸） +(X凸— X凸）2 = 0, 

X凸(X凸— 2X凸ー 2X凸） +(X凸— X凸）2 = o, 
X凸(X凸— 2X1U1 -2X凸） +(X1U1-X凸）2 = 0. 
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Next, we see that the surface S defined through (3.5) has the isolated double points 
at the points which satisfy the equations (4.2), i.e. 

（ふ：ふ：ふ：ふ） =(0: 凰：応：ーd2凡十 d幻），

（叩： 0: 匹:-d3,2 + d1aか
(0:3: 応： 0: -di叩十 d2島），

where each (0 : /31 : 11), (a2 : 0 : 12), (a3 : /33 : 0) is one of the two solutions to the 
respective system of quadratic equations: 

(4.4) 
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(4.5) 

To find other two double points of S, we consider the following presentation of the 
quartic equation (3.5). As can be easily checked, the equation (3.5) can be rewritten as 

AU『+2BU1+C= 0 

⇔ (AU1 + B)2 = B2 -AC, (4.6) 

where 

A=  xf +x? +xf-2xふ— 2Xふ— 2Xふ，

B=X迄（ふ―ふ＋ふ）—ふY(ふ＋ふ—ふ），

C=  (X虚＋ふY)2,

Y = U3 -Uぃ

Z=防ー U2.

The discriminant can be computed as 

B2 -AC = -4X1Xふ (X1YZ+X弘x +ふXY),

where we set X =島-U3 with which X + Y + Z = 0. The polynomial 0 :=ふYZ+
X2Z X + X3XY is called in [17] as the equation of the cubic cone. By (4.6), the quartic 

equation (3.5) is now written as 

(AU1 + B)2 = -4Xふ X30. (4.7) 

Note that the point (ふ：ふ：ふ：ふ） = (1/d1 : 1/d2 : 1/d3 : 0), where U1 = U2 = U3 = 
0, the cubic polynomial 0 vanishes. See (4.1) and (4.3). 

We now consider the condition which permits a linear factor of the cubic polynomial 
0. Taking a set of constant coefficients a, /3,'Y, we assume that the linear form 

0:U1 + (3応十 1応 (4.8) 
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is a linear factor of the cubic polynomial 0, where at least one of a, f3, 1 is non-zero. Since 
the quartic equation (3.5) is invariant through the transformation 

X1日 pX1,X2→ qX2, X3 rt r X3, U1→ qrU1, U2→ rpU2, U3→ pqU3, (4.9) 

for arbitrary numbers p, q, r. The transformation (4.9) induces the change of the parame-

ters (a, /3, ,)← (qrn, rp/3, pq1) and qrn+rp/3 +pq1 = 0 for suitable p, q, r. Thus, without 
loss of generality, we can assume that 

a+ /3十,=0. (4.10) 

By (4.8) and (4.10), we have fJX = 1Z, 1X = aZ, aY = fJX and hence afJ10 = 0⇔ 

（灼凡＋叩ふ+afJX3)aY Z = 0, meaning (3況+,aふ＋碩ふ=0. Here, we used 
the fact that each two of U1, U2, U3 are not identically the same and hence X, Y, Z are not 
identically zero. 

As a consequence, if the plane叫 +fJ応十1応=0 is a factor of the cubic surface 0 = 0, 

then的Xげ祖ふ＋碕ふ=0 holds. In other words, if 0 is divisible by鳴＋叩+,応，
then there exists K E (C satisfying 

釦ふ＋叩ふ +a/3ふ=K(叫＋叩＋喝），

i.e. there exists a, b, c E C such that aa = bfJ = c1 and 

aX1 +bふ +ex戸叩+/3島十 1応 =0

holds identically. The linear identity (4.11) can be written as 

(4.11) 

(a-(/3 -ry)dリふ+(bー ('Y-a)必）ふ+(cー (a-f3)da)ふ＋（直＋加＋叫ふ =0

and hence we have 

a:£+ (3m十1n=O, a=d1((3―,), b =必(,-a), c = d3(a -(3). 

As aa = b(3 = c,, we have 

0:(/3 -,)d1 = (3(,-0:)d2, 

/3(,-a)必=,(a-(3)dふ

,(a-(3油=0:(/3-,)d1・

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

Clearly, (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) are dependent. For example, (4.14) follows from (4.12), 
(4.13). 

In fact, the equations (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) are equivalent to the following quadratic 

equations in two of a, fJ, T 

1;a2 + (n; I! + m~n) a/3 +誓/32= 0, 

m 2 l!+m n+I! n 2 
元(3+ (d2 + d3) (3, +孟'=0, 

n 2 m+n l!+m I! 2 
囚1 + (d3 + d1) ,a +元a = 0. 
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By means of the relations (3.3), (3.4), and (4.10), however, we can show that the three 
quadratic equations (4.15), (4.16), (4.17) are equivalent to each other. 

The two double points are characterized by the equations 

aX1 = aU1, bふ=/3U2, cX3 ='Yい， (4.18) 

where (a: /3: 1) is a solution of (4.10) and (4.15) (or equivalently (4.16) or (4.17)). By 

(4.11), we see that aふ +bふ +cふ ＝ 叩 ＋叩＋氾=0 at these points. We can 
check that (4.18) give points on the surface S, as, multiplying the quartic polynomial in 

(3.5) by the square of aa = b/3 = C'"'(, we have 

a2ぶX凸 ＋ 鱈X凸 +c戸X凸

-2abaf3XふU凸— 2bc灼XふU凸ー 2ca1aX凶U凸

= a4Xf +がXi+c4Xj-2麗 xfx?-2b空xgxf-2c2a2 xf xf 

= -(aX1 + bふ+cX3)(-aX1 + bふ +cふ）(aX1 + bふー cX砂(aX1-bふ +cふ） = 0. 

By (4.7), we see that (4.18) represents two double points of the surface S. (Another proof 
can be found in [19, Chapter 1, §12, p.22].) 

To obtain the explicit homogeneous coordinates, we solve the equations (4.18) and we 

have (ふ：ふ：ふ：ふ） = (a/d1: /3/d2: 1/d3: 0). 

To sum up, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. The qua廿icsurface S defined through (3.5) admits the following 16 A1 
singular points: 

（ふ：ふ：ふ：ふ） =(0: 0: 0: 1), 

(1 : 0 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 0 : 1 : 0), 

(0 : nd3 : -md2 : d2d3), (-nd3 : 0 : £d1 : d3d1), (md2: —見： O:d心），

(1/d1 : 1/d2 : 1/d3 : 0), 

(0: R/31 : £,1 : -d2/31 + d311), (a2 : 0: 12 : -d3,2 + d1a2), (a3: /33 : 0: -d1a3 + d2/33), 

(a/d1: (3jd2: 1/d3: 0), 

where (0 : /31 : 叫，伍： 0 : 叫， (0:3: /33 : 0) are the two solutions to the quadratic 

equations (4.5), respectively, and (a : /3 :'Y) are the two solutions of (4.10) and (4.15) 
(or equivalently (4.16) or (4.17)). ■ 

By Proposition 4.1, we see that these 16 singular points gives a maximal number of 

double points on the quartic surface S. Further, we see that Sis in fact a Kummer surface 
by Proposition 4.2. 

The computations of the explicit positions of the singular points on S can numerically 
be verified by means of the computation with Grobner bases. 

5 Clebsch condition and the number of double points 

Let us denote by P the left-hand side of equation (3.5): 

P=X『u?-2xぷ U心ー 2X3 ふ U叫 +x詞— 2X心 U2U3 十 x;u;

and put H = Xふ X出 U2応．
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Lemma 5.1. Provided d2 d1 + d3 d1 + d3ん=0, there exist two double points of P such 

that H #〇． ■

Proof. Consider the double points (嘉：畜：土：0) in Theorem 4.3 where (a: (3: 1) is 

one of the two solutions of (4.15) (-¢=⇒ (4.16) -¢=⇒ (4.17)). Recall that a + (3 + 1 = 0 

as mentioned in (4.10). Clearly, we have P = 0 at 
a (3 r （孟：元：囚：0). Generically, a, (3, 

1 are non zero. Further, by (4.15) (⇔  (4.16) ⇔ (4.17)), we have U7 = 0 ⇔ 

f+m+n 
= 0, where { T, T1, T11} = {1, 2, 3}. This is impossible, since£+ m + n = 1. 

dT, + dT11 

Thus we have <I> = Xふ X贔砧U3# 0 at ( 
a (3 r 
d1 • d2 • d3 : O) . ロ

Proposition 5.2. P has generically 16 double points distinct from the origin if and only 

if condition d2 d1 + d3 d1 + d3必=0 holds. In the case d2 d1 +d3 d1 +d3 d2 # 0, the number 
of such double points falls to 14. ■ 

Proof. Let us search double points such that <I> # 0 and d2 d1 + d凸 +d叫#0. We 
introduce two new variables w and d and consider the polynomial system 

fJP fJP fJP fJP 
Sp= {P (d2 d1十必d1+ d3ん） d-1,<I>w-1}. 

'8X1'8X2'fJX3'0X4' 

If one chooses the monomial ordering (total degree followed by reverse lexicographic; see 

[8]) w = tdeg(w, d, n, m, l, d3, d砂 1,X4,X3,X2ふ） and compute a Grabner basis of Sp 
with ordering w, it reduces to {1 }. Hence, provided d2 d1 + d3 d1 + d3 d2 # 0, there are 
no double points outside { <I> = O}. We finally observe that the 14 points given by (4.3) 
and (4.4) are on {<I>= O}, while the two points considered in the proof of Lemma 5.1 and 
appearing when d2 d1 + d3 d1 + d3屯=0 are outside {<I>= O}. ロ

To sum up, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.3. The quartic surface S defined through (3.5) admits the two singular points 
(a/dl: (3/d2: 1/d3: 0) where (a: (3: 1) are the two solutions of (4.10) and (4.15) (or 
equivalently (4.16) or (4.17)), only if the condition (3.4) holds. ■ 

Since the condition (3.4) is a consequence of the Magri-Skrypnyk parameters which 
can be introduced only if we have the Clebsch condition (2.7) (⇔  (2.8)). Thus, we 
conclude that we obtain a Kummer surface if and only if we have the Clebsch condition 
(2. 7) or equivalently (2.8) for the original parameters. 
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